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YOUR MONTHLY BLESSING

LOVE YOUR ASTARIAN FAMILYLOVE YOUR ASTARIAN FAMILY

It is easy for the lips to say “I love everyone”, but 
difficult to indeed to train the heart to follow. Try 
group love first, for this is the finest opportunity to 
learn universal love. Practice, then, pure spiritual 
kinship for all Astarians. Do not allow any thought 
for a fellow Astarian save that of love. There are 
Astarians all over the globe, therefore your spiritual 
love will spread over the entire world, though thinly 
in the beginning. 

As the mind reacts under this training, it will slowly 
expand to cover the whole of humanity. It may 
require many lives, but think about beginning in 
this one. Perhaps begin with Astarian group love. 
This is not to say that you should condone wrongs 
committed by a fellow Astarian. But learn to send 
him or her prayers instead of criticism. They will 
do far more to turn his/her face again toward the 
light. Remember, always, that what we are striving 
to achieve is an entire spiritual uplift to humanity 
as a whole, as well as individual unfoldment among 
Astarian seekers.Astara’s Book of Life, First Degree 
Lesson 8.

FEBRUARY BLESSINGFEBRUARY BLESSING
 In the glow of oneness which our association helps to create, 

may your receive the warmth of our hearts.

AFFIRMING MEDITATIONAFFIRMING MEDITATION
In this quiet moment I accept the radiating essences of the Divine Source of Life and make them my own. 

They calm me. They fortify me. They improve my life and my Self in ways I cannot measure. -Robert Chaney

FEBRUARY 
SPOTLIGHT



LIGHT STYLE

HIGHLIGHTS: SPIRITUAL ACCELERATORS

FOLLOW THE LIGHT: EVENTS

Check out our website for all events at Astara.org/events

THE POWER OF LOVE: RELATIONSHIP HEALING
FEBRUARY 13TH

MEDITATION & MINDFULNESS
FEBRUARY 4TH

BECOME AN ASTARA MEMBER  
Exclusive access to store with discounts up to 15% off most items.

Email offers and Newsletter “The Voice of Astara” 
and Astara Light digitally mailed (upon request postal) delivered to 
you.

Access to unpublished material and audio recordings by the Chaneys

Lesson Completion Certificates

Certificate of Membership
This document certifies that

Was enrolled as a member of Astara

Greg Toews, President, CEO             Date

    

KUNZITE PENDANT SMALL 

Kunzite is a stone of romantic love, good for 
communication of love when you are nervous, as well 
as for healing heartache. It is also a stone of self-love, 

promoting humility and self-tolerance. Kunzite can 
strengthen the human energy field, clear the aura and 

clear negative energy from a room or environment.

ASTARA MEDITATION ON DIVINE LOVE POSTER

Taken from The Book of Life First Degree Lesson 2, 
this meditation on LOVE is the recommended Subject 
suggested by Earlyne Chaney. You will be uplifted by 
the White Light as you imagine that encircles the globe 
for you cannot be the transmitter of these powerful Love 
rays without experiencing your own transformation.


